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ABSTftACt 

MASTER 
The standard netbod for basing nuclear physics on elementary particle 

physics is to first derive a "potential" and than use this interaction in 
the nonrelativistle Schroodinger equation for the nusleonlc degrees of 
freedom. Unfortunately there has never been s Consensus as to how to 
perform the first step. Currently we have dispersion-theoretic models and 
oncHioson-excnange models which contain much the sane physics, but which 
differ in detail; more "modern" approaches start from quark bags, but 
again there is no consensus as to whether the bag should ba large or small. 
Zn this paper we offer an alternative approach in which the mesonic and 
nucleonlc degrees of fretuam are put on the soma footing* 

The basic relativist!c three particle Fatldaev equations for separable 
two particle amplitudes were given long ego by Lovelace, and more recently 
by Brsyshaw. i,indeaay has shown that If we specialist) tho Input to a two 
particle amplitude containing only the tern generated by two particles n., 
'iij forming a bound 9rate of mass UJ-J - a relntivistic generalisation of the 
scattering length mode? - that the raeulting integral equationi can be 
easily solved numerically and give unitary and covariant results * In 
particular they reproduce fine logarithmic accumulet'ion of nonrelativisti-. 
threc particle bound states predicted by Efimov when thp scattering length 
goes to Infinity. Tf this model is still further specialized by assuming 
the system to consist of two scalai particles of mass ID] and m* 0 n l' B c l e s Q O 

of maBB W Q with no scattering between the particles and bound state of mass 
"iCf g m i physically indistinguishable from the particles which never come 
apart (.i.e., there Is no m^+ian scattering for physical moments) except at 
short distance, one can calculate a fully covarinnt and unitary off-shell 
amplitude for the scattering of «i and mj caused by repeated exchanges of 

At this point we could sinply use the anplitude so generated in a 
three nucleon Faddcev equation, or use it to compute a "potential'* from 
the Low equation. He think a sore interesting alternative is to write 
down and solve the Faddcev-Yakubovsky four particle equations - which have 
been derived for this type of "zero range" theory - for A system containing 
a >l m2 M3 a n d jaQ' The" our restrictions reduce the 12 (3,1) configurations to 
six amplitudes and eliminate the (2*2) configurations entirely. Thus the 
difference of including the mesonic degree of freedom is that there are si* 
rather than three amplitudes and that the equations have internally a four 
particle rather than a three particle propagator. Explicit equations will 
be given. 

* Work supported by the Department of Energy, contract DE-AC03-76SFO0515. 
(Presented at the International Conference on Sucleor Structure, 
Amsterdam, August 30 - September .1, 1982.) 
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The basic assumptions on Which our three and four body covariant 
theory of single meson exchange rest are that the only elementary process 
is the (s-cbaanel) absorption ami re-emission of a Meson by a nudeon, and 
that there im no direct nucleon-nucleon scattering. Ibis is a covariant 
generalization of the scattering length, or zero range "bound state," model 
of nonrelativisci& quantum mechanics (i.e., *** aim 6/q - (-1/a-iq) - 1, a > u ) . 
We use i.j.k,... to distinguish nuclcons sod Q to distinguish the meson; 
generalisation of tha nodal is briefly discussed at the end of the paper. 
For simplicity we confine ourselves here Co scalar nucleons and scalar 
icisoas, following an old tradition of attempts to understand nuclear forces 
in a covariant context; again, brief discussion o'i the removal of this 
restriction will follow. 

Once a separable, unitary and covoriant two particle amplitude is 
postulated, Faddeev equations for the rola^ivistic three particle problem 
follow and predict unitary, covariant, and time reversal invariant three 
particle amplitudes, as has been provod several times. 1> 2J 3 Although we 
restrict ourselves tieie to two or three nucleons and one meson, subsequent 
work will relax both restrictions, and include degrees of freedom corres
ponding to antiparticles. Our restriction at each level of approximation 
to a finite number of particulate degrees of freedom and exact unitarity 
differentiates oar approach from the 5-mstrix program In a subtle way. 
S-natrlclats who follow Chew add to unitarity the postulate of "crossing" 
which necessarily brings in an infinite masher of degrees of freedom aa 
customarily employed, we clearly differ from theories based on the second 
quantization of the matter field, which bring in an infinite number of 
degrees of freedom In another way. What has recently been discovered1* is 
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that by concentrating on cvo ^article scattering as the basic concept *e 

can totoa nonrclativistic llnlt correspondinc, to "two body Interactions" 

In a llarniltcmlan theory without ambiguity, but need not take that limit j 

our theory Is both covariant and unitary at any energy. 

The covariant three particle model explored by Llndesay3 Is extrerrely 

staple. We simply take th* Invariant two particle amplitudes In the space 

of three particles of mass mfc, m. and m represented in the coordinate 

systeir in which k +fct+k. • 0 and Lhe Invariant four-momentum 
•*« •*» "C 

M - £„ + £i+ c_ to be a o c 

where 

and 

with 

D a b < 8 > ^ ' • 5
( b ( " a b ' ] l i - C - 1 2 ^ ] , S « ) 

In this model we see that the entire dynamics Is specified by the "bound 

state ansa" p ^ where the two particle amplitude has an "s-channel pole." 

Since s . Is the Invariant four momentum squared of the ab pal*, the 

requirement that the two partictu scattering be unaffected by the 

"spectator" m in our basic description (the "cluster property") tells 
2 2 us that i.i coordinate system where a . • ij . + u . (the ab zero momentum 

system), the momentum of the spectator k * ranges from aero to infinity. 

Making a U>rents transformation of these limits m the three particle zero 



o 2 momentum system, wo find chat k lies between zero and (M -m )/2M. We c c 
emphasize this point since it is not always understood that the asymptotic 

variables ID a reletlvistic three particle problem are bounded once H is 

fixed, and hence in & separable modal lead to flulte integral equations. 

Given that the two particle input is unitary, as holds for this model, the 

foni of these equations, guarantees the tmitarlty of the thre& particle 

amplitudes computed fron then, as was proved by Freedom, Lovelace and 

Kanyslovaki,' by Brayshav' and again by Lindesay.* 

For the eve nueleon one meson model we first consider, we call the 

nucleons m. and m. aad che meson •>, sad make two postulates: (a) there 

is no elementary nueleon-nucleon scattering (i.e., t 1 2 I t. = 0) and 

(b) that the bound state mass y,Q ! tn, and is asymptotically indistinguish

able physically from the particle Bj. The equations than describe a modr.l 

for single particle exchange and production which is still covariant and 

unitary, as has been claioed previously.1* » 5 For the current implication 

to nuclear physics ue specialize the model still further by postulating 

(c) that the meson never appears as a free asymptotic particle. That we 

can achieve "confinement"* in this sense without destroying covariance or 

onitarity may not be ie&edi,- tely -Avioua, so we will spell out the steps 

with some care. 

Our first step, in the two-nucleon, one mason space, is to note chat 

under postulates (a) and (b) we nave only two input amplitudes t _ = t. 

with i.j € 1,2 and thai in the three particle zero momentum system 

s J Q - ^ i + & Q) Z-(i l
 + h 4)"' = (M-ej) 3-kj " M^ + nj-MCj. Further, if 

we start with a spectator a, with Hiopcm- m kj the "bound state" (with 

•ass u i q i Wj) has wwsenr- [*" J Jt - tj +cj . Thus if we 
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3 rationalize the denominator In Kq. (I) and define t. • c. 5 t. we find that 

r2 r2 
t 1(k 1,ki 0 );lO - -

1 2 3 2M(e 

where T. contains the branch cut In s. 0 starting dt raj+iru which In the 
two particle space describes meson-nuclion scattering. With these Initial 
conditions all we need do to prevent meson production Is to define 
HJJ = t.{,, + Ti2jiT,, Iterate the covaria.it Fadd-sev equations once to 
obtain an equation far Z ., and take T " 0 closing the production channel. 
For reasons we discuss below, the physical amplitudes for m,+m, scattering 
are not Z.. tut r.Z.,r. = K. .. Following the above procedure we find that 
they satisfy the coupled equations 

Klj<!Ei«fej«W + «ij Ti RCfc^k^M) Ti C 6 ) 

(M2-in^)/2M 3 

^ d t" 
H J I T K i k -* i^ H > pfctJSk-*k> rk*titE^sM) r j i k j 

where 

and 

R'^kj.k^B) - c i ; J(E t J + E i + tj) ; « - 1-fl^ (7) 

Elj ' ̂  + tki + kj) 2) 1* • <B> 

We see Immediately that these are covariant coupled channel equations of 
the Lippmann-Schwinger type and hence define unitary amplitudes. Further, 

http://covaria.it
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the unitarity 1* Independent of the (finite) value of Tj!^, a point which 
we exploit below. 

In order to understand why the residue at the pole which, if we start 
trom Eq. (1), would appear to be fixed by two particle unitarity can be 
treated as an arbitrary parameter in our context, it is convenient to 
isol&te the prlaary singularities by using Eq, (5), which gives 

"""^(^r'hkh**) <9> 

and compare this with the relation between the Faddeev amplitudes and the 
physical amplitudes whose squares are related to cross sections as given 
by Osbam and Belle,5 Eq. (IV-7], which In our notation is 

Mij = Ci Sii + Fij + G i j V s i Q - f f l j r l + * i ( s i Q - m i r l 5 i j 

This shows us th.it If the bound state wave functions *. are identified, as 
they should be in our s-channel (or zero range, or on shell) model, with 
the asymptotic normalization of the bound state I*., the 3-3 amplitude is 
F.. = T Z..T., the amplitude from which breakup can be computed (cf. OB 
Eq. (I.2>) G-, = T . Z . . T.t the amplitude from which coalcsencc can be 
computed U.. * r^Z, t,, and the elastic scattering and rearrangement 
amplitudes are given by K,, = T Z r., as asserted without proof above. 
But then we see that indeed if we take T = 0, the only scattering processes 
are elastic and rearrangement scattering. As is well known in nuclear 
physics, the asymptotic normalization of the bound state wave function, 
or "reduced width," need not correspond to what we would compute from a 

http://th.it
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aero rangy theory. Thus In a sense it is model dependent, but in fact 
it can he determined by experiments which break up a two particle bound 
state and shown to be Independent of the jiartlcle used lor the breakup. 
Thus, «o long as wo confine oar theory to the "cgion below noson produc
tion threshold! as is appropriate for our discussion of nuclear physics, 
we oan treat this parameter as cnpirlcal without interfering with the flux 
conservation of the nucleonic degrees of f rcedon. A similar freeden was 
used by Anado in hia "nonrelativistic field theory" for n-d scattering7 

in which he treat* the residue at the np-d vertex as en adjustable 
parameter. We return to the consideration of this constant as measuring 
how much of the nucleon is "composite" anJ how much "elementiry" fn our 
final discussion. 

Our final step at tho two nucleon, one raeoon level is to note that 
Bines k. • -k. in either the initial or the final state, and cur postulate 
(c) does not allow us to distinguish the "bound state" uif) froa the "bare 
nudeon" *±, we only hav* one amplitude T12(k,h*;M> - K1,<k,k')1) + 
Kjit-s***) " Kijtht^'sM) + K^f-k.-k*;!!) where we have taken *a our 
reference direction the direction of the momentum k* Mf particle 1 in 
the initial state, and the equality of the two forms expresses tine 
reversal invarlance, as guaranteed by the equivalence of the two ferns 
of Eq. (6). To rulatti our theory t» more- l .mi liar modes we? note that 
with the arbitrary | aranvtcr p , ^ replacing r ^ the equations do indeed 
reduce in the notirolitUJntic kinematic rus-iun (where M • <..+>-.,) to the 
Lippmann-SchwinBor equation of scatte-;r>t, by a Yukawn potential wlncu 
r i r 2 RCktk'lM) - B 1B 2CmQ+ Ck-k') ] ,mJ P k goes to tliu usual nonrela-
tivistic propagator. But of course wc need not take this limit. Tho T, 2 

we have obtained is a fully eovarlant off shell cvo particle amplitude 
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wh .ch can bo used, for iixnmple, In covariant three particle Fflddeev 
squiitions, or choir nonrolatlvletle limit. 

We believe the ab«v- suggested use of the solitude we have obtained 
1B a better way Co <*e nuclear physics that using a "potential" fer the 
n,n,p system, hut until «e have AMID, how to include Coulomb effects In 
this covenant description, the construction of the corresponding potential 
will have Its importance. This can easily be accomplished, since we showed 
long ago 9 that the Low equation can be csed as a defining equation given a 
hair off shell ewe particle amplitude consistent with time reversal Invert* 
ance. Explicitly for the ease *t hand the nonrelativistlc energy parameter 
z = M - mj - nig p and wc can writs 

V(k.k') - Tfle.k'jnij+n^ + s) ( 1 1 ) 

/
" 2 Tdi.qjaj + Bj + q 2) T M ^ k ' ^ + m^ + q ) 
q dq - 2 — 

o * " z 

whert ve have for simplicity confined ourselves to s-waves and the £ 
superimposed on the Integral is supposed to remind us to include any •i"* 
bound states predicted by the Qodel in our calculation. Sir e the 
z-dependence of the right hand aide is not necessarily negligible (except 
for high energy where we go to the Bom approximation), this calculation 
will tell us to what accuracy end over zAtat energy range our modej can 
inuWtl W represented by it static potential. 

Annihor application of our approach looks interesting. Instead of 
limine, reliUlviaiie Fadducv equations and T . computed From the two nucleoli 
one meson aynti'm to CJIICUIACC the threp nucleoli system, wa can formulate 
i-L-lnLU'istic fr'ir parrlrle Faddeev-Vakubovsk/ equations for three nocloons 
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and one mown nnd imu Owr «Ame postulates en restrii'L the ••issyrrptut In 
degrees of froadnm to Lhe throe nucluons. The zero rutifie n«nrcl.'it ivbit ic 
equotioti« ur« onsy to dcriva'' and the generalization nf LliuHu co ni'pnrnblc 
relativisttc two particle drJvitiR terms is equally straight forward. For 
our special model the fact Chat we allow no e U-aentnry pjrticU-nnrticle 
scattering immediately eliminates the (2,2) configurations. Normally there 
are 4«3 * 12 (3>1) ecnjflgur«fcions, but since Q Is not allnwjd to be a 
spectator cither nf lh» three particle systems or within the subsystems, 
this reduce* the number of amplitudes to 3x2 - 6, We symbolize these by 
f. where X\vt superscript i labels the spectator of the two nuclenn one 
meson subsystem end the uubscript j labels the spectator in that subsystem. 
Since J^i, tho inclusion symbol of the Faddeev-YakubovsUy hierarchy 1 0 

can in our esse simply bo replaced by a I , and our four patticU; ampli
tudes with l»J,k,*,a C 1,2,3 satisfy the six coupled equations 

F 

0 " 0 

where 

and 

*3 1 }<*i« M*> = 4 + a l - 2 fVi < 1 3 > 
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•5k, • K * %*bi*!s I>2]'' 

In contrast, It we du not Inclu^? the cesonic degree of frwtdoin In 
the Internal dynamics, we will have only three coupled equations for the 
three Faddcev components ^ ( k ,^;N) given by the three coupled equation* 

Of 2-™*)/2m 
,;M) 

J 0 J J 

«3Cq.1+ k 1+ kj> Rjjtkj^ ;H> F ^ . q ^ M ) (IS) 

where 

•3 " c l j < e i j + e i + e j , 

c i J = t<* <k±+tf*P 

c i = (m* + ify1* 

e j " t n j + k j ) ! I • ( l 6 ) 

Since we have seen above that T. = T-, = M.. + M.,,, the Faddauv equntlon 
i jk jj jk' (31 J, can be derived from the four particle equation by forming F. • F.+Fj 

where the approximation will he good so long as the significant momenta 
in the equations are all small compared to m_c. Quantitative invaatisa: 
of this approximation will then reveal to what extent the usual nuclear 
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physics cpproxim.ition is valid, and where the internal dynamics ("three 
body force" and modification of the two body off shell effects) becomes 
Important in the three nuclcon problem In the one meson exchange approxi
mation. 

tie anticipate that to the extent that a one meson exchange model 
gives a reasonable description of nucleon-nucleon scattering, these masonic 
effects will be small at low energy. But this does not mean that thuy are 
physically unimportant for nuclear phynlcs. For an adequate test of this 
question we must go beyond the one meson exchange approximation and 
formulate the iroclcpn-nucleon problem itself as a tvo-nucleon two-meson 
system using Faddcev-YokubovaVy equations. To be realistic we mast of 
course use a pseudoscalar pion and also include "-" scattering and the 
nuclaon-antinucleon channels. In this way we might hope to unify the 
one-boson exchange modela and the dispersion-theoretic models, provided 
cur description of n- scattering produces che p and ve can couple In the 
u phtaomenologicnlly. At this point we must also face the problem 
mentioned above of precisely how our replacement of r.r. by g*g. treats 
the nucleoli as partly coaDoaite and partly bare. The three nucleon problem 
then becomes a five body problem, but judging by the simplifications our 
model led to in the case discussed in. this paper, we can bop* that this 
will still prove cractlble. Our conclusion is that this approach could 
provide a systematic way to investigate masonic degrees of freedom In 
nuclei in a systematic way using finite and controlled approximations 
at each step. 

http://cpproxim.it
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